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From across the pond with some of the most poisonous authentic centric lines ever written by mortal man

believe the hype chaos drums and bassline to moves you off the planet 9 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC:

Techno, ELECTRONIC: Drum 'n Bass/Jungle Details: DaddyFoxxxy, a rising star in the Techno reggae

rap world, is committed to helping push reggae to a higher level as well as crossing over. Using his

timeless voice and songwriting skills, he has been building a successful career and is now positioned to

join the international electronic reggae scene. Reflecting his strong hardcore style and harsh voice,

DaddyFoxxxy's lyrics bring a power fun and upliftment to his listeners. His first single on my lord label.its a

booty call is a rockers anthem, expressing not only is love for the ladies but versatility that is universally

relevant. Chatting rapping in a roots style--evocative of the original sounds of artists such as Shaggy,

Shabba Ranks, Ninja Man and Super Cat, like those who came before him, understands that a universal

message and a catchy song with that ironic blend. Daddyfoxxxy made his debut as a dj mc for the The

Raw Wheel International sound system. From there, he has steadily built a following among Caribbean

reggae/hip hop/electronic fans in New York. It was while he was honing his skills at Stage show

Internationa systems that he first met and worked with fellow Easy Star recording artist Itamar Benzakay

sa well as dj raedawn tes one and vigalante. Arriving in the U.S. in 1994, Daddyfoxxxy made his home in

Brownsville, Brooklyn, or as he likes to describe it, "a little Caribbean." He is proud to have performed

with Tiger, Yellowman, Sister,Benieman,Sizzle,Capleton,Lady saw, Carol and Tony Rebel, among other

reggae stars. Daadyfoxxxxy listens to as many different musical styles as possible to broaden his

approach to singing. "Living in Brooklyn has exposed me to so many different musical vibes," he says. "I

listen to everything I can."
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